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Super MarioTM 
Rally Tennis

7434 Ages 5+ 2 players

Super MarioTM Lucky Coin Game
7461

7377

The tabletop size battery operated game for 1-2 players.
Suitable for ages four years and up.
Insert the coins in the right spot at the right time to win coins, 
character plates and ? Blocks.
You can play the “Lucky Coin Game” with any of the figures from 
LINK SYSTEM games (sold separately)!

Exciting action maze inspired by the world of Super Mario! 
Carefully deliver the marble using the 3 buttons and 2 
revolving wheels through the 7 obstacles to reach the goal!

Ages 4+ 1-2 players

Play like a Champion!
Slide left and right to receive the balls and 
press the button to hit a smashing return ace! 
Fun to collect, detailed Mario and Luigi 
collectible figures included.

 Super MarioTM Adventure Game DX
Ages 5+ 1 players

1817

NEW

NEW

@EPOCHGames_UK 



The Super Mario Fire Mario Stadium is 
ready to take on your shooting skills!
Shoot your characters target to attack 
your opponent! Each time you hit your 
target Bowser is one step closer to
being defeated!

Ages 5+ 2 players

Super MarioTM 
Fire Mario Stadium

7388

Super MarioTM Blow Up! Shaky Tower
7356

Super Mario Blow Up! Shaky Tower is an exciting balance 
game. Place the figures on the tower making sure not to drop 
the ball placed on top of the tower. Seven Super Mario 
character figures are included.

The Super Mario Balancing Game is simple and fun. Follow 
the instructions on the dice and place the figures on top of 
the stage. You can make the stage bigger by combining 
pieces from the other Balancing Games in the series.    

Ages 4+ 2-4 players

Super MarioTM Piranha Plant Escape!
7357

Super Mario Piranha Plant Escape! is a thrilling board game.
Follow the instructions on the dice and move your figure on 
the board. Whoever gets attacked by the Piranha Plant loses. 
Two Super Mario character figures and two character plates 
are included.

Ages 4+ 2-4 players

Ground Stage
7358

 Super MarioTM Balancing Game

Underground 
Stage

7359

Castle Stage
7360

Ages 4+ 2-4 players

Ages 4+ 1-4 players

7361
Super MarioTM Air Hockey
Real air hockey, just like in the arcade! The puck glides on a 
cushion of air! Use your paddle to knock the puck into your 
opponent's goal. The first to score 15 points wins the game! 
Or make your own rules for even more fun!

Ages 4+ 2 playersSuper MarioTM Hover Shell Strike
7397

This little Green Shell packs a lot of fun! The Green Shell puck 
hovers independently and glides across any smooth surface!  
Use the paddles to slide the puck back and forth for an exciting 
one-on-one battle!  You can also create your own rules for 
more fun!

Mario KartTM Racing Deluxe
7390 Ages 5+ 2 players

Exciting action racing game inspired by the world of 
Mario Kart! Use the buttons and levers to manoeuvre 
through 6 obstacles and drive to the finish line!
Complete 5 laps first to become the winner! Practice 
your skills and compete for the fastest lap!!

Mario KartTM Racing Deluxe 
Expansion Pack Bowser & Toad

7417 Ages 5+ 2 players

Inspired by the world of Mario 
Kart, iconic Mario Kart 
characters, Bowser and Toad 
are here to join Epoch Games' 
Mario Kart Racing Deluxe 
tabletop action racing game!

Race through obstacles with manually-operated 
buttons and levers. No batteries required!

Exciting action circuit racing game!Exciting action circuit racing game!
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The figures and character plates are interchangeable with all Epoch games that have the LINK SYSTEM mark.What is LINK SYSTEM?
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